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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM  

Molalla Avenue at Barclay Hills Drive Intersection 

Response to Edith E. Risen’s Issues 

 

Date: January 2, 2012 Project #: 10323.4 

To: Nancy Kraushaar, P.E., City of Oregon City 

From: Hermanus Steyn, Pr.Eng., P.E. and Charles Radosta, P.E. 

 

 

This memorandum provides preliminary responses to the attached letter from Edith E. Risen 

addressing 10 identified issues at the Mountain View Street and Barclay Hills Drive intersections 

with Molalla Avenue. It should be noted that while many of these issues fall outside our original 

study area for the Molalla Avenue/Barclays Hills Drive intersection, we provided responses based 

on our experience in the transportation industry.  

The issues are provided in standard text followed by responses in italics text.  

1) Convert the existing two-way left-turn (TWLT) lane to back-to-back left-turns serving 

Mountain View Street and Barclays Hills Drive intersection, respectively 

o This suggestion would be infeasible due to the limited available space 

(approximately 70 feet) between the intersections for vehicle storage. In addition, 

the introduction of double yellow lines would force the majority of the drivers to 

queue in the through lane resulting in additional delay and safety issues along 

Molalla Avenue, or encourage illegal maneuvers by crossing the double yellow lines. 

As highlighted, the conversion from the TWLT lane to back-to-back left-turns would 

likely introduce other safety issues. 

2) Provide “Right-out Only” signage at the Chevron Gas Station southernmost access 

We understand the concern about motorists going across Molalla Avenue from the 

gas station to Barclay Hills Drive; however, there is no crash data that indicates that 

this is a safety issue. Since this would mostly represent drivers from the isolated 
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neighborhoods, it is suggested to communicate this safety concern to the residential 

owners as part of the public outreach suggested in the Molalla Avenue/Barclay Hills 

Drive intersection evaluation. 

3) Provide “Right-out Only” signage at the Barclay Hills Drive intersection 

o Again, we understand the concern about motorists going across Molalla Avenue 

from the Barclay Hills Drive to the gas station; however, there is no crash data that 

indicates that this is a safety issue. Barclay Hills Drive serves isolated neighborhoods 

and limiting their access would be inappropriate. Prohibiting westbound lefts from 

Barclay Hills Drive would force traffic to divert to the Hilda Street signal on Molalla 

Avenue. Again, conducting a public outreach communicating safety concerns 

associated with specific driver behavior would be appropriate. 

4) Prohibit pedestrian crossing at Molalla Avenue/Mountain View Street intersection 

o Legal crosswalks do exist at all the public street intersections and thus crossings may 

occur at the Molalla Avenue/Mountain View Street intersection requiring motorists 

to stop for pedestrians. Closing crosswalks would limit pedestrian accessibility which 

is inconsistent with the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) regulations.  

5) Extend double yellow striping along Mountain View Street to approximately 150 feet 

o Extending the double yellow striping does not legally prohibit left-turns across the 

double yellow. The City may consider prohibiting on-street parking to improve 

maneuverability along Mountain View Street. 

6) Address on-street truck delivery parking along Mountain View Street by providing double 

yellow striping 

o As stated under #5, extending the double yellow striping does not legally prohibit 

left-turns across the double yellow. The City may consider prohibiting on-street 

parking to address undesirable truck loading areas. However, the function of 

Mountain View Street is to serve local businesses (i.e., accesses and parking) to 

minimize friction along Molalla Avenue. 

7) Prohibit advertisement at the Grocery Outlet driveway on Molalla Avenue 

o We assume that any advertisement at this driveway needs to be acceptable to the 

grocery owner. The City may consider following up with the owner to identify 

appropriate locations for advertisement. 
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8) Prohibit left-turn from Carpet Shop onto Mountain View Street 

o There are many driveways throughout all cities that have challenges to exit during 

certain time periods. Based on principles outlined the Oregon Driver Manual, we all 

need to drive safely and courteously. It is infeasible to prohibit certain movements 

for this business to be sustainable.  

9) Direct Chevron destined motorists to use appropriate driveway 

o It is challenging and impossible to sign for random instances. Typically motorists use 

some judgment to use the appropriate driveway without causing an unsafe 

maneuver. Again, it would be inappropriate to prohibit certain movements due to 

the sustainability of the business. However, the City may consider working with the 

property owner to better define their respective driveways and potentially prohibit 

certain movements at their Molalla Avenue driveway closest to the Mountain View 

Street intersection. 

10) Prohibit pedestrian crossing north leg of Molalla Avenue/Mountain View Street 

intersection 

o As stated under #4, legal crosswalks do exist at all the public street intersections and 

thus crossings may occur across all legs of the Molalla Avenue/Mountain View Street 

intersection. The City provided a safer location at which to cross Molalla Avenue by 

providing a raised island and signage, but unfortunately the pedestrians will cross 

the road at whatever locations he/she elects. 

If any of the items addressed in this memorandum needs additional investigation, please let us 

know. 

 




